Flats Apartment Complex Living Space Lighting  
Sponsor: Khanh Nguyen, Junior Class Representative

Informed that each of the Flats Apartments currently has a central living space lighting fixture,

Aware that many Flats residents complain that this living space light fixture is dim and provides insufficient lighting for studying or other activities

Convinced that having a brighter light will enable students to have a sufficiently lit living space for activities such as studying, without having to purchase other sources of light, to provide a greater living satisfaction

Further convinced that transitioning from incandescent bulbs to LED bulbs would also help with energy saving

Be it resolved that the Student Assembly approves the purchase of the Eiko 2700K lightbulbs, and the funding for replacements of bulbs as needed for the first two years of installment. The total price of this purchase comes out to $159.38 for a total of 60 light bulbs, 30 of which to be installed initially, and the other 30 to account for replacements over an approximately 2 year period.